WE’VE GOT CLEAN-UP COVERED
YOUR BUSY LIFE DOESN’T ALLOW FOR CUTTING CORNERS.

WHY SHOULD YOUR DISHWASHER?

Life’s tasks can seem like nothing short of relentless. Long days at work and school blend with afternoons and weekends spent navigating a myriad of scheduled activities. Pile on meal prep or hosting small or large gatherings, and the last thing you’ll want to be thinking about is clean-up.

Luckily, Viking has you covered.

INTRODUCING THE VIKING 7 SERIES DISHWASHER

A truly revolutionary product that redefines what is possible in terms of performance while simultaneously using the least amount of natural resources possible.

Viking is the company that completely transformed the way the world thinks about cooking at home, and we’re confident that the Viking 7 Series Dishwasher is poised to do the same for clean-up.

YOU CAN COUNT ON VIKING TO GET IT CLEAN. COMPLETELY.
CORNERCLEAN™ TECHNOLOGY

CornerClean™ is the most innovative technology in the history of dishwashers. The spray arm rotates on a movable axis. Jets of water continually move in more than just one fixed pattern, to completely cover every part of the dishwasher. The result is an unmatched cleaning cycle that uses as little as half the water and two-thirds the energy.

OPENAIR™ DRYING FUNCTION

OpenAir™ is a new drying technology that unseals and slightly opens the dishwasher door after the program has finished. Ambient air dries dishes naturally without using any additional energy.

Want to learn more? Visit vikingrange.com/openair

QUIET CLEAN™ PERFORMANCE PACKAGE

Our superior performance package includes a brushless discharge and circulation motor, as well as three layers of unit insulation – bitumen, cotton, and full side walls engineered to create one of the quietest (39 dB) dishwashers on the market.

TRICLEAN™ TRIPLE FILTRATION SYSTEM

Our innovative filtration system helps eliminate even the smallest food particles for clean water circulation.

The Viking 7 Series Dishwasher uses as little as 2.4 gallons of water per wash cycle.
**CORNERCLEAN™ TECHNOLOGY**
Advanced technology utilizes a spray arm that rotates on a movable axis, and allows water jets to reach every corner of the dishwasher.

**CYCLE INDICATOR LIGHT**
The blue indicator light at the base of the unit will turn off when the wash cycle is finished, signalling it’s safe to unload.

**BRIGHT INTERIOR LED LIGHTS**
Viking lights the way to easy loading by bathing the interior of the unit with bright LED lights.

**ODORELIMINATOR™ IONIZER**
The Eco friendly ionizer eliminates potential unit odors without the use of any planet or people-harming chemicals.

**OPENAIR™ DRYING FUNCTION**
After the program has finished, the dishwasher door unseals and slightly opens, letting ambient air in to dry dishes naturally without using additional energy.

**FULL FLAT TOP RACK**
An adjustable, three-position rack with foldable tines provides versatility to fully load pots, pans, and uniquely sized items into the top rack.

**UPPER LEVEL CUTLERY RACK**
A full-width cutlery cleaning rack designed to allow for simultaneous washing while other dishes occupy the regular top rack.

**COMBICLEAN™ CYCLE**
Safely wash delicate items in an upper basket and more heavily soiled items in a lower basket.

**QUICK WASH CYCLE**
This time-saving 35-minute wash cycle is perfect for those times when a full cycle isn’t necessary.

**TRICLEAN™ TRIPLE FILTRATION SYSTEM**
Our innovative filtration system helps eliminate even the smallest food particles for clean water circulation.
7 SERIES DISHWASHER WARRANTY INFORMATION

Two-year full – complete product / Ninety-day full – cosmetic parts such as glass, painted items, decorative items
Five-year limited – electronic controls, racks, motor/pump assemblies, and water distribution system / Lifetime limited – tank and inner door
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